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The authors would like to thank the reviewers for their comments on the
paper. We believe that your contribution has helped improve the paper. Each
reviewer is responded to in the corresponding section of this response and each
numbered comment is responded to.

Reviewer 1

1. ”Given the solidities and tip-speed ratios considered for the analysis, ig-
noring the flow curvature and unsteady aerodynamics/dynamic stall ef-
fects might bias the obtained trends, especially in terms of power coef-
ficient and maximum blade stresses. Therefore, the limitations of the
adopted methodology should be assessed against simulations performed
with a higher-fidelity method, at least for a couple of points at the ex-
tremes of the chosen investigation domain”

The 2DAC code has been tested against high fidelity codes [3], the results
from this showed a 1.8% over estimate in the power coefficient and a 16%
over estimate in the upper blade root bending stress moment and 2.3%
increase in the maximum lower blade bending stress compared to the
blade resolved 3D URANS CFD results. We hope that this verification
of the code against blade resolved URANS results, alongside the further
verification against vortex models and other momentum models presented
in [3](reproduced in figure 1, showing the integrated forces on the upper
and lower blades of the X-Rotor) are adequate to demonstrate that the
modelling method is valid for the purposes of this study. This discussion
has been added to the text (see lines 198-203).

2. The Prandtl tip loss factor has been conceived for HAWTs with straight
blades. How do you justify its application to a VAWT with a largely
”three-dimensional” geometry as the one considered here?

The authors agree that the Prandtl tip loss factor was not designed for
VAWTs, and agree that further research work is required to investigate
VAWT specific tip loss model. However, we would justify our approach
on the grounds that Prandtl tip loss factor has been successfully applied
in momentum based VAWT models in multiple instances.
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Additionally, noting that Prandtls tip loss factor is derived from the sim-
plification of a helical wake of trailing vorticity from a HAWT into a series
on impenetrable disks, Sharpe [2] proposed that the vortex sheets in the
wake of an H-rotor could be represented in a similar manner with the
sheets being shed twice per blade per revolution and employed a Prandtl
type tip correction factor. Paraschiviou also used a similar formulation
[6]. Prandtl type tip loss models have been shown to reproduce the results
of mid fidelity vortex methods for V rotors in terms of revolution averaged
coefficients and blade root loads when applied to DMS models [4]. Addi-
tionally, the specific tip loss formulation has been verified against vortex
models for multiple operational conditions and blade resolved CFD for a
single operating condition in [3]. Paraschiviou’s book is now referenced in
the text (see line 156).

3. The use of a single set of polar data is reasonable, given the large blade
Reynolds number involved. Have you verified, nonetheless, the accuracy
of the obtained dataset, especially in the post-stall region?

The accuracy of the post stall region has been shown to be important
[1], and the post stall data used in these polars has not been directly
verified though simulation or experimentation. A reference discussion this
issue has been added to the discussion in the dynamic stall section of the
limitations (lines 175-177). The authors would again point to verification
of the code in reference to the X-Rotor turbine as presented in [3] which
has demonstrated that the current polars (identical to those used in the
referenced study) are sufficient for this investigation.

4. Abstract is too focused on the results and lacks the methodology part.
Please re-write it to balance it out;

The abstract has been modified to better describe the methodology used
(lines 6-9).

5. Section 2: it is not clear how a 2D tool is applied to the simulation of a 3D
VAWT rotor, especially in presence of inclined blades. Please integrate
this section to clarify this aspect;

The text has been modified to include a more in depth description of the
application of the 2DAC model to 3D turbines (lines 147-154) .

6. Line 194: how is the λ′ variable defined?

the tip speed ratio has now been defined (see line 231)

7. Line 236: how was the optimal H-rotor designed? Please clarify

The text has been modified to clarify that the optimal H-rotor is defined
as the H-Rotor with the chord length that maximises the power coefficient
(see line 275 - 276)
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Figure 1: Caption

Reviewer 2

1. Explain why high tip speed ratios increase applicability to rotors using
secondary rotors

The text has been modified to state explicitly that the high tip speed ratios
are required for efficient power conversion between primary and secondary
rotors (see line 19-20). The study of this effect is detailed in [5] which is
cited in the text.

2. Elaborate or re-word on VAWT wakes (re-energises) (see line 29) The word
recover rather than re-energise has been used

3. Which VAWT design concepts The text has been modified to highlight
that a variety of VAWT design concepts are receiving renewed interest
(see line 31).

4. Please explain how V-rotor blades operate at variable tip speed ratios The
text has been modified to clarify that V-rotor blade sections operate at
different tip speed ratios due to the change in radial coordinate along the
blade (see line 90).

5. ”completed to” The phrase ”completed to” has been replaced with the
phase, ”The study is performed with the goal of understanding” (see line
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117).

6. Modeling only has one l All uses of the word modeling have been edited
to correct the spelling

7. out-with to outside outwith has been replaced with outside (see line 172)

8. why? What is the justification for this variation? This variation is justified
by the hard limit on solidity (σ ≤ 1. Since the solidity is a function of
the chord length and the inclination angle, the maximum chord length is
a function of the inclination angle.

9. define TSR The tip speed ratio is now defined (see line 231)

10. Performed rather than completed The word completed has been replaced
by the word performed (see line 237)

11. Why such a high reynolds number? The Reynolds number is consistent
with multi-MW offshore VAWTs as per the annotated comment supplied
on the review.

12. replace following this with next The phrase ”following this” has been re-
placed with ”next”

13. This scaling does not preserve the whole concept of similitude as grounds
for comparison. Can you please explain how this scaling is better than
the traditional non-dimensional groups for the comparison of performance
An additional section has been added in the introduction (lines 96 -115)
which highlights specifically the effects of changing the blade inclination
angle. Changing the blade inclination angle increases the swept area of
the rotor whilst using the same amount of material (blade and crossarm
length), since the two rotors with a different inclination angles are not
geometrically similar, using the traditional pi group variables CP and CT ,
do not capture the effects of blade inclination, hence the introduction of
ΦP and ΦT .

14. This needs more clarification. What is the equivalent H-Rotor? How PT
then allow comparison of loads if the choice of A is different/ Traditionally
CP and CT would be normalised for same reference swept area when
comparing two different turbines with different swept area.

The definition of the equivalent H-Rotor (an H rotor with the same value
of lr) has been added to the text (see line 270). The significant increase in
rotor area when blades are inclined (up to 1.8 times) means that using the
H-Rotor area as a reference area for CP and CT calculation as this would
yield CP values which would exceed the Betz limit, due to the difference
in swept area, and this would be an implausible and improper result.

15. You should be able to get the same results for CP and CT by normalising
using same swept area as that of a H-Rotor! See above comment
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16. No this is not correct unless proven/ Both high solidities and TSR have
been observed to produce less power and reduce CP and CT

The results clearly show that, for high inlination angles, the trend in opti-
mum tip speed ratio goes beyond the range of tip speed ratios considered
in this study for high aspect ratio and high inclination angle designs (see
figure 4 page 13).

17. Please explain the effect of each variable in the discussion Whilst the
results are presented in section 3, section 4 includes a thorough discussion
of the effect of each variable.

18. Again these Fig results are not clear and perhaps misleading e.g. compar-
ing points lr =3 is a larger rotor than lr = 2 normalising with psi - will of
course lead to large phi P and phi T by intuition. But it does not convey
the advantage of one psi over the other unless areas are the same so you
need to show results for the same scaled swept areas to see advantage

The effect of blade inclination is to increase the swept area, and the in-
crease in swept area as a function of blade inclination angle increases as
the aspect ratio increases. It is not misleading to present the fact that the
larger area increase available to high aspect ratio rotors leads to larger
potential increase in power production. Through normalising each aspect
ratio to the results for the ΨP value at that aspect ratio at ψ = 0, this
figure demonstrates how the rotor aspect aspect ratio changes both the
optimal ψ value and the available increase is power capture for a rotor
with fixed geometrical parameters (blade length and cross arm length).

19. Only in terms of rotor size, better to show the effect for the same swept
area rotor designs! The effect of increase in rotor size (balanced by the
decrease in rotor efficiency) is what we are trying to capture in this study.
The text of the introduction and the discussion of ϕP and ϕT has been
modified to try to clarify that this is the case.
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